Let ASBA Guide You in Finding the Right Superintendent

ASBA offers a wide range of search services, from full searches for a new superintendent to advertising for an interim superintendent. ASBA is the only member organization that represents every school district in Arizona, and has access to all school leaders.

Pre- and Post-Search Board Support

ASBA works with the board to identify the best process that works for them, using a flexible and customized approach that fits the district’s culture. It is important to know Arizona, its politics and issues that affect education in order to find the best and most qualified leader.

Unlike other search firms, ASBA encourages the board to identify who they should interview, facilitates support including pre-and post-search sessions for the whole board, and offers a reasonable pricing model, based on ADM that affords members with exceptional value and attentive service.

What Makes ASBA Unique?

- Familiar with Arizona politics and issues that affect education.
- Creating a search process that fits your district’s culture.
- Participation in a national network of school board association searchers.
- Knowledge of governing board meeting notices.
- You decide who you should interview.
- Comparative salary and benefit survey information, gathered annually by ASBA from Arizona superintendents.

Members of our ASBA leadership team are highly qualified and respected leaders in education. Executive searches are led by Steve Highlen, Sr. Policy Consultant.

A Successful Track Record – Over 90 Searches in 7 Years